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POINTS TO NOTE

Certification / Re-Certification

- ULBs can declare and apply for certification/re-certification for higher/existing star rating at any point, provided it has achieved a specific star rating (No cooling-off period is required). It will be required to update GFC MIS in accordance with the star rating being applied for.

- Supporting documents fulfilling the requirements relevant to corresponding star rating application need to be uploaded on GFC portal.

- As per the revised protocol, fresh declarations shall be uploaded. Old declarations used for applications in January 2019 will not be considered.

Re-Assessment

- If a ULB could not be certified in the first attempt, it can undergo re-assessment after cooling off period of one month from the declaration of results.

  ✓ Documents don’t need to be uploaded again if ULB had passed the desktop assessment. Field assessment will be conducted again.

  ✓ If the ULB had failed the Desktop Assessment as well, only the flagged documents during the DA need to be uploaded again.

- If a ULB fails in the re-assessment, re-application will only be considered after 6 months.

For GFC application to be considered complete, ULBs need to:

1. Complete City Profile and GFC MIS and apply on GFC MIS portal.
2. Submit supporting documents and declarations on GFC Portal (https://gfcstarrating.org/).
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